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Summary

Despite advances in programming languages, software development environments, documentation standards, and
software processes, software continues to be hard to develop, hard to understand, and hard to maintain. In particular, no matter how much effort is put into developing clean, modern, software systems, it seems that successful
software inevitably drifts towards increasingly complex and hard-to-maintain “legacy systems.”
This project proposes to develop new tools and techniques for decomposing software systems, that is, for
breaking down and understanding complex software, and for composing software systems, that is, structuring
software so that it becomes easier to maintain, reconfigure, and extend. The proposed work builds on our previous
work on the MOOSE reverse engineering environment and the Piccola composition language.
Decomposition: We propose to develop techniques for extracting architectural artifacts from software by (i) applying rule-based reasoning to analyze the software information space, and (ii) providing mechanisms to
visualize, reason about and interact with the run-time structures.
• Code Analysis: We propose to extend MOOSE with a rule-based interface based on the SOUL logic
programming framework. This will allow us to more easily perform various analyses on software systems, such as type reconstruction, evaluation of constraints, and recovery of architectural artifacts. We
also propose to develop tools and techniques to detect potential software components, and to classify
and group software elements with a view towards component-based reengineering.
• Run-time Interaction: We have previously focused on program understanding by means of visualizing
simple metrics extracted from complex software systems. We now propose to extend this approach to
(i) visualizing artifacts of a running systems, and (ii) interacting with a running system to understand
the dynamic architecture.
Composition: We further propose to develop techniques to support high-level composition of applications from
software components.
• Composition Languages: We plan to develop a successor to Piccola that simplifies the design of compositional styles by making components first-class entities. Reasoning about composition will be supported by a type system that expresses constraints over interfaces of components and the scripts that
configure them
• Compositional Styles: Existing component models are mostly general-purpose and heavyweight. We
propose to develop various lightweight domain-specific component models, or compositional styles
that reflect the compositional characteristics and constraints of each domain.
• Composition Mechanisms: Existing programming languages are better suited for “wiring” components
than for plugging them together. We propose to experiment with higher-level compositional mechanisms for existing programming languages that explicitly support various notion of components.
Keywords: Reverse engineering, program understanding, program visualization, software architecture, scripting,
component-based software development.
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Research plan

2.1

State of Research

The proposed research spans several fields of computer science. We motivate our work in terms of the chronic
problems of software evolution. The tools and techniques we investigate in this project are related to program
understanding and visualization, software architecture, and scripting.
Background: software evolution
Even successful projects are facing problems of evolution or software aging [43, 10]. The persistent character
of the problems in software development led Pressman to coin the phrase chronic affliction as a more apt way to
describe the “software crisis” [46]. Most of the effort spent in developing and maintaining a system is devoted to
supporting its evolution [52].
Software maintenance is the name given to the process of changing a system after it has been delivered. Sommerville, referring to studies conducted in the eighties [29, 34], states that large organizations devoted at least 50%
of their total development effort to maintaining existing systems [52]. McKee in [34] suggests that maintenance
effort is between 65% and 75% of the total effort. So maintenance remains the most expensive software development activity. However, the term maintenance is misleading because it gives the impression that this process is just
dealing with bug fixes.
A finer analysis of software maintenance shows that software maintenance is often equivalent to forward engineering and not only limited to corrective maintenance [29, 39]. Maintenance activities have been categorized
into three different types as follows (the percentage shows the relative effort compared with the total maintenance
effort) [52]:
• Corrective maintenance (17%) is concerned with fixing reported errors in the software,
• Adaptive maintenance (18%) is concerned with adapting the software to a new environment (e.g., platform
or OS), and
• Perfective maintenance (65%) is concerned with implementing new functional or non-functional requirements.
Chapin et al. [11] further refine these categories to take different forms of software evolution into account.
Clearly most software development “maintenance” is about supporting the evolution of software. Among
the reasons that lead to software decay, the most important ones are linked with the dynamics of software itself.
Lehman and Belady derived from empirical observations a set of software evolution Laws [28, 27] of which the
following two are especially relevant:
Continuous Changes. “an E-type program1 that is used must be continually adapted else it becomes
progressively less satisfactory” [27]
Increasing Complexity. “As a program is evolved its complexity increases unless work is done to
maintain or reduce it.”[27]
To support the continued evolution of legacy software, reengineering techniques must be applied. Chikosky
and Cross define reengineering as “the examination and the alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a
new form and the subsequent implementation of the new form.”[12].
1 E-Type

program: a software system that solves a problem or implements a computer application in the real world.
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Program understanding and visualization
Among the various approaches to support reverse engineering that have been proposed in the literature, graphical
representations of software have long been accepted as comprehension aids.
Many tools make use of static information to visualize software like Rigi [37], Hy+ [13], SeeSoft [15], ShrimpViews [54], TANGO [53] as well as commercial tools like Imagix2 to name but a few of the more prominent
examples. Most publications and tools that address the problem of large-scale static software visualization treat
classes as the smallest unit in their visualizations. There are some tools, for instance the FIELD programming
environment [48] which have visualized the internals of classes.
Substantial research has also been conducted on runtime information visualization. Various tools and approaches make use of dynamic (trace-based) information such as Program Explorer [26], Jinsight and its ancestors [44, 45], Graphtrace [25]. Various approaches have been discussed like in [24] or [21] where interactions in
program executions are being visualized.
Tools for visualizing runtime information typically produce only static pictures, and do not allow the user to
interact with the resulting visualizations. Furthermore, most approaches do not scale very well. Indeed, since these
tools base themselves on the recording of traces of running programs, the noise which is generated during a trace
is hard to filter out. As a consequence of these limitations, it can be hard to assign consistent and meaningful
interpretations to the visualizations these tools generate.
The following open questions characterize the current state-of-the-art in program understanding and visualization:
• How can program visualization tools support programmers in a typical software engineering lifecycle?
• What benefit can be obtained by combining dynamic and static information?
• How can animations be used to visualize run-time behaviour?
Finally, a major issue in program visualization is a missing formal foundation for these techniques. Although
certain issues, such as assigning a precise interpretation to generated visualizations, would benefit from a formal
foundation, other issues seem to fall outside the scope of formalism. As Brown and Hershberger in [22] put it,
“Creating effective visualizations of computer programs is an art, not a science.”
Software architecture
Although the vision of mass-produced software components has a long history [33], the realization that standard
architectures should drive component-based software development is a relatively recent phenomenon.
Shaw and Garlan survey the state-of-the-art in their classic 1996 book [50], which defines software architectures in terms of components, connectors and rules governing their composition. So-called architectural description languages (ADLs), such as Wright [2], Rapide [30], and ACME [19] allow users to specify software
architectures and perform certain basic forms of analysis (such as deadlock detection).
A key notion is that of an architectural style [1], which captures the common properties of a class of similar
architectures (such a layered architectures or dataflow architectures). Styles may sometimes be combined, but
a particular problem is that of architectural mismatch [18] which may occur when attempting to use software
components in an inappropriate context.
A very different approach to formalizing architectural styles is the medium of patterns. The classic book,
Design Patterns [16], expresses a set of design artifacts in a cookbook style of presentation. Design patterns can
be considered to be very fine-grained architectures. Buschmann and his colleagues at Siemens AG have used the
same approach to describe various well-known architectural styles [8].
2 http://www.imagix.com
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The work of Murphy [38] introduces “software reflexion models” that show where an engineer’s high-level
model of the software does and does not agree with a source model, based on a declarative mapping between the
two models. Module Interconnection Languages (MILs) [47] can be used to formally describe the global structure
of a software system, by specifying the interfaces and interconnections among the components (“modules”) that
make up the system. These formal descriptions can be processed automatically to verify system integrity. The
work of Kim Mens is related to this, but the relations are expressed on a higher level of abstraction using a logic
programming language [35].
Whereas the techniques described above depend on a priori identification of architectural artifacts, other a
posteriori techniques can be used to uncover patterns that are implicit in a system. Formal Concept Analysis [17]
uses the key notion of identifying similarities among a set of objects based on their properties and showing the
obtained relationships in a lattice. In the context of component mining techniques, Concept Analysis is considered
to be a promising technique for identifying modules in legacy code. This approach focuses on obtaining alternative
proposals to migrate procedural applications to object-oriented ones (specifically from C to C++) [51]. Tonella and
Antoniol [55] propose the detection of instances of Design Patterns based on the idea that they can be characterized
as a group of classes sharing mutual relations. Godin and Mili [20] focus more on software reengineering and
present a framework for dealing with the design and maintenance of class hierarchies.
Despite the growing interest in Software Architecture in recent years, the following open issues remain:
• There currently exists no mainstream ADL.
• It remains hard to extract the architecture of a software system from either the source code or from the
runtime structures generated.
• Although Concept Analysis has been used to identify potential modules and classes in procedural code, it
has not yet been exploited for identifying components in object-oriented code.
Scripting
Scripting languages are high-level languages for gluing together services implemented in some other host language [5, 42]. Most scripting languages, like perl [56], Python [31], Ruby [14], SmallScript3 and TCL [41],
provide a combination of general-purpose programming constructs, and some domain-specific features to support,
for example, text manipulation, system administration, or graphical user interface construction. These languages
tend to be dynamically typed, and dynamically compiled, thus supporting rapid application development.
In practice, scripting languages are commonly used to “wire” together services in a low-level, procedural way.
In contrast, the goal of a composition language is to plug together software components and services in a highlevel way, according to a particular architectural style. Various experimental composition languages have been
developed in recent years, such as CLAM [49], which focusses on composition of large-scale “megamodules”,
BML [57], a so-called “Bean Markup Language” for specifying Java Beans configurations in XML, and CoML [7],
another XML-based language for specifying configurations of software components.
Coordination languages constitute another class of high-level composition languages that focus on coordinating dependencies between concurrent and distributed tasks. Linda [9] is the archetypical example of such a language, providing nothing more than mechanisms for parallel processes to coordinate their activities by exchanging
messages in a shared “tuple space”. Many coordination languages adopt a similar approach.
Other approaches are based on a semantic foundation of the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [6], such as
Gamma [4], on the π calculus [36], such as Darwin [32], or on dataflow models, such as Manifold [3].
Finally, certain researchers have applied functional languages such as Haskell to script third party components [23], and others have been investigation concurrent extensions of functional languages, such as functional
nets [40] as a means to express software composition.
3 http://www.smallscript.net/
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Although scripting languages have become increasingly popular in the past dozen years, the following issues
remain unresolved:
• Scripting languages tend to be either very domain-specific, or just very simple, general-purpose languages.
It is hard to tailor them to multiple domains.
• There is a large gap between the formal approach of ADLs, and the useful, but informal approach of scripting
languages.
• There is currently no mainstream, high-level language that offers components as a first-class programming
concept.
• There is no common agreement what mechanisms a high-level language should provide to support component-based software development.
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Research fields

Oscar Nierstrasz
The Software Composition Group was founded in 1994, and has carried out both fundamental and applied research
since then on issues related to the development of flexible and reconfigurable software systems.
The group has produced a large number of prototypes, publications and theses (diploma and Ph.D.) on the topic
of reengineering (see more below on the contributions of Stéphane Ducasse). A key result of these experiences is
the forthcoming book, Object-Oriented Reengineering Patterns [8], co-authored with Serge Demeyer and Stéphane
Ducasse, which describes a number of recurring solutions that experts apply while reengineering and maintaining
object-oriented systems. The principles and techniques described in this book have been observed and validated in
a number of industrial projects, and reflect best practice in object-oriented reengineering.
In the context of the current and preceding NFS projects, the group has developed an experimental composition
language called “Piccola” [4, 3]. Piccola is designed as a high-level language for expressing applications as compositions of software components. With Piccola, one describes both compositional (or “architectural”) styles for a
particular problem domain, and scripts that compose components in that domain. We have developed experimental
styles for various domains [2, 21] in the iterative design of the language. Considerable effort was invested in the
development of a precise semantics for Piccola [1, 17, 28] to enable reasoning about components.
Although Piccola is fast and stable enough [27] to permit larger scale experiments, there are a number of clear
shortcomings. The two most important are: (i) Piccola is missing a suitable type system due to the challenges of
open systems, and (ii) the end-user language is too close to the underlying process calculus semantics, making it
hard for non-experts to model components.
Roel Wuyts
The following aspects of Wuyts’ research are of special interest for this proposal:
• Systems analysis: As validation for his PhD [32], Wuyts implemented a logic programming language (called
“Soul”) to reason about the static structure of object-oriented languages. This language was as the core
mechanism to synchronize simultaneous changes to design and implementation [31], to express, check,
enforce and search for programming patterns [19, 18] and to express software architectures in such a way
that they could be checked against the implementation [20]. Besides reasoning directly on the static structure
of systems, it was also used to do event analysis from dynamic information, where it was also integrated with
the Moose development environment [25].
• Language Symbiosis: The logic programming language that was implemented in the context of the Ph.D.
research features a novel form of reflection between two languages supporting different paradigms [32].
This language symbiosis allows to transparently use, change and create objects in the logic programming
language. The technique used to achieve this promises to be applicable in other contexts as well, such as the
composition of components from different languages.
• Component Models: SCG is currently participating in an European ESPRIT project (Pecos, BBW 00.0170)
where its responsibility is to develop a component model for embedded devices. Because of the context
of small embedded systems, this component model needs to focus on non-functional requirements such as
timing and memory consumption.
Stéphane Ducasse
The contributions of Ducasse which are relevant to this proposal are in the domain of reengineering object-oriented
systems. These are summarized in [13]: The definition of a language independent meta model [9, 10], the imple-
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mentation of a reengineering environment [29], the evaluation of software metrics applied to reengineering [5],
[7], the definition of a novel approach for reverse engineering large applications [6, 14], the definition of new
approaches for understanding classes [16], language independent detection of duplicated code [15, 26], the use of
dynamic information for extracting behavioral views [22, 23, 24, 12, 11], the evaluation of language independent
refactorings [30], and the identification of reengineering patterns [8].
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2.3

Detailed Research Plan

This project builds on results obtained in the ongoing NFS project 20-61655.00, “Meta-models and Tools for
Evolution Towards Component Systems”, which has succeeded in developing (i) a language-independent metamodel for representing object-oriented software artifacts, (ii) an environment, MOOSE, for storing, analyzing,
viewing, and refactoring these artifacts, and (iii) Piccola, a high-level composition language for wrapping existing
software as components, and expressing new applications as compositions of components. Although these results
are encouraging, there are many open questions. This project proposes to address the following questions:
• How can we recognize architectural artifacts in complex legacy software systems?
• How can we effectively query and navigate through the software information space?
• How can we reconstruct software to make the underlying architecture explicit?
We propose to address these questions by:
1. Developing prototypes to explore innovative techniques for analyzing and composing software.
2. Validating the techniques by applying them to industrial and open-source case studies.
3. Disseminating the most mature tools and techniques.
The research will be carried out by means of two complementary tracks, as illustrated in the graphic below.
A bottom-up approach will be used to decompose software, that is, analyze existing code to develop higher level
models in terms of software architecture and component models. A top-down approach will be used to compose
software systems according to high-level models of software components and their corresponding architectural
styles.
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Decomposition
This work builds on experience with our reverse engineering environment, MOOSE, and its related tools. MOOSE
functions as a repository for models extracted from software source code, and supports various tools that can
present and analyze various views of these models. Although the techniques we have developed are good at
getting an overview of the static program structures, they fall short in the following two areas:
• It is hard to extract and evaluate architectural and design elements.
• There is no support for understanding run-time collaborations.
We therefore propose to explore the following approaches:
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• Architectural analysis:
The MOOSE environment currently uses a query-based approach to interrogate a language independent
software model. We propose to complement this facility with a rule-based interface by integrating the logic
programming language SOUL. By default SOUL reasons about Smalltalk source code and is used to express
programming conventions, design pattern structures, software architectures and UML class diagrams. We
plan to let SOUL reason about the elements in the MOOSE model instead of directly on Smalltalk code. This
integration extends the kinds of metric-based analysis that can currently be done in Moose. In particular, we
plan to use this to identify architectural artifacts and check for consistency between the actual software base
and design constraints. We will also explore the use of SOUL for type analysis and type reconstruction, and
for the evaluation of non-functional constraints (such as timing constraints).
Whereas logic programming can help us to reveal anticipated architectural artifacts in software, Concept
Analysis allows us to discover unanticipated and hidden patterns in software. We propose to apply Concept
Analysis to explore natural groupings of software artifacts that share properties, and to use simple classification mechanisms to explore alternative groupings of elements. These groupings could have different levels
of granularity depending on the studied software artifacts (classes, instance variables, methods). Concept
Analysis can then be used to detect maximal sets of properties related to a set of entities. This technique
provides a way of discovering unknown relationships between software artifacts, based on combinations of
simple ones.
• Run-time Interaction: MOOSE offers a code-centric infrastructure for reverse engineering. The run-time
architecture of a software system cannot, however, be easily extracted from the source code alone. We
propose to explore a number of techniques to make these run-time structures more explicit.
First of all, we propose to apply the metrics-based visualization mechanisms offered by MOOSE and CodeCrawler to run-time structures and to program traces. In this approach, simple metrics will be gathered
either at run-time, or extracted from traces, and visualized in various ways. We plan to extend the approach
by using grouping mechanisms to better manage the high volume of data. We further plan to combine the
dynamic views with the existing static views so that the two can be correlated. Other possible paths of exploration include animated displays and visual or non-visual navigation of run-time information. As with
static visualization, the main challenge is to develop a suite of metrics that can not only be easily gathered,
but actually provide useful insight into the running behaviour of a system.
Second of all, we propose to explore extending the paradigm of interactive debugging to higher-level programming constructs, such as groups of collaborating objects. Current debuggers focus on providing detailed, low-level views of program entities to support debugging activities. Instead we would focus on
providing high-level views of sets of program entities, running threads, and relationships between them, to
enable understanding of the run-time characteristics of design artifacts.
Finally, we plan to explore the use of run-time information to interactively develop test cases and test suites
to document knowledge extracted during reverse engineering, and to facilitate future changes. One of the
most useful forms of documentation of a system is a set of test suites that express typical usage scenarios.
Test suites are tedious to program by hand, however, as they consist mainly of boilerplate code. A test
generation assistant would keep track of the sequence of steps needed to play through a particular scenario,
allow the user to identify the interesting states to be tested, and generate the corresponding code for running
the same scenario as a test case.
Composition
Piccola demonstrates the feasibility of a high-level composition language providing component-based, compositional interfaces to services provided by a separate, host language. Nevertheless, Piccola is far from providing the
ease of use of traditional scripting languages due to the conceptual gap between the mechanisms offered by Piccola
and the component-based methodology that it is supposed to support. We plan to address the following issues:
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• It is hard to express and reason about domain-specific compositional styles.
• There exists little experience and no guidelines in developing domain-specific styles.
• Existing programming languages continue to be of limited usefulness for component-based development.
We therefore propose the following research activities:
• Composition Languages: We plan to develop a successor to Piccola in which components and connectors
will be first-class entities. A style will be specified by defining the component interfaces supported by a
domain-specific style, and the operators (connectors) that can be used to compose them.
A key challenge will be to develop a suitable type system that can express both the services required by
components as well as those that are provided in such a way that not only global system knowledge is
not required, but also that new components may be introduced and composed at run-time. This is a key
requirement for component composition in open systems. A second major challenge is to express and reason
about non-functional constraints carried by a compositional style, such as component interaction protocols,
real-time constraints, or security restrictions.
We plan to tackle reasoning about composition by associating logical constraints to component interfaces,
and checking constraints at composition time. We will explore the use of SOUL for expressing and checking
constraints.
• Compositional Styles: Existing component frameworks are general heavyweight in the sense that they support only low-level wiring of components rather than high-level plugging. We propose to experiment with
high-level compositional styles using a variety of platforms, including Piccola.
In particular, we propose to develop various domain-specific compositional styles that reflect the compositional characteristics and constraints of domains such as embedded systems and heterogeneous web applications.
• Composition Mechanisms:
Existing programming languages offer only limited support for defining compositional abstractions, for
plugging components together and for customizing existing components from the outside. We plan to use
our experience with Piccola to explore the definition of more suitable mechanisms for existing programming
languages. First of all we plan to explore new models of mixins to (statically or dynamically) extend existing
components from the outside. This would allow composition mechanisms to extend or refine black-box
components to suit particular contexts. Second we would combine this approach with language bridging
mechanisms based on reflection. This would actually be an extension of the current mechanisms that can be
found in both Soul and Piccola. Last but not least we plan to integrate suitable meta-object protocols, so that
components can have different interfaces and meta-information to be used by the composition language.
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Timetable

We expect to achieve the following results over the two years of the project:
Year 1
• Integration of SOUL in MOOSE. Experimental use of SOUL to detect and validate architectural and design
patterns and constraints.
• Visualization of run-time structures.
• Constraint-based type system for Piccola component model.
• Experimental compositional styles for various domains.
• Experimentation with mixins and other compositional mechanisms for various languages, including Smalltalk and Java.
Year 2
• Applications of concept analysis and classification to software artifacts.
• Dynamic interaction with run-time structures. Assisted generation of test scenarios.
• Composition language with first-class components and connectors.
• Guidelines and techniques for developing and reasoning about compositional styles.
• Suite of language features for component-based software development. Evaluation of mainstream languages
and their suitability for CBSD.
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Significance of Research

Despite the adoption of more advanced programming languages, development environments, software development methods, and various process and development standards, industry continues to have difficulty developing
and maintaining software. Although software is being developed at a more rapid rate, it is also turning into a
complex “legacy” at a faster rate.
This project promises to deliver a variety of techniques to make complex software easier to understand, to
maintain and to evolve. The proposed research will be validated by carrying out experiments with industrial and
open-source software. Dissemination will be achieved not only by the usual means of publications and talks, but
also by making mature prototypes available for external use (as has been successfully done in the past).

